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We report the rate coefficient for the reaction OH+ BrO f Products (1) at 298 K to bek1(298 K) )
(4.5 ( 1.8) × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. Reaction 1 was studied in an excess of BrO, generated in a flow
tube, and measured via its UV-vis absorption. OH, produced by laser photolysis, was monitored by laser-
induced fluorescence. Quoted uncertainties include estimated uncertainties in the BrO concentration and that
due to the unavoidable concurrent reaction of OH with Br2. Our measured value ofk1 is compared with that
previously reported by Bogan et al.1

Introduction

Halogen oxides are important reactive intermediates in
catalytic ozone destruction cycles in the stratosphere; examples
include a reaction cycle such as

where X) H, OH, Cl, Br, or I and Y) NO, Cl, Br, and I. One
such reaction involved in this type of cycle is that between OH
and BrO.

This reaction can lead to ozone removal by bromine and is
analogous to the ClO+ OH reaction, which has been studied
extensively over the past 20 years.2 In addition to its participa-
tion in the ozone destruction cycle, reaction 1 is involved in
partitioning stratospheric bromine between Br and BrO.

Currently, there is only a single measurement ofk1 at room
temperature1 and the product branching ratios remain unex-
plored. The primary reason for the lack of data onk1 is the
unavoidable experimental difficulty in determiningk1. In the
single previous determination, BrO temporal profiles were
measured by mass spectrometry in the presence of similar
concentrations of OH. The measured concentration profiles were
then fit to a reaction model to extractk1. Aside from the
difficulties with identifying all the reactions that may be
contributing the temporal profiles of OH and BrO, there may

be large uncertainties in the rate coefficients and initial
conditions chosen in the model.

Chipperfield et al.3 investigated the effect of this reaction,
and in particular the possible HBr production in the stratosphere,
on the composition of the stratosphere using a one-dimensional
photochemical model. Using the only reported rate coefficient1

for reaction 1,k1(300 K)) (7.5( 4.2)× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1

s-1, they concluded that a small, 1-2%, yield of HBr would
account for the difference between modeled HBr and that
measured by Nolt et al.4 If the rate constant is smaller or larger,
the branching ratio required to account for the observed HBr
abundance will also change as will the possible effect of this
reaction on the stratospheric composition.

In this work, we report measurements ofk1 at 298 K carried
out in an excess of BrO where the OH temporal profiles were
monitored by laser-induced fluorescence.

Experimental Section

Rate coefficients for reaction 1 were determined by monitor-
ing OH temporal profiles in an excess of BrO. The apparatus
used for measuringk1 was essentially the same as the one used
to study the reaction of OH with ClO5 and is described in detail
in previous publications.6,7 Here, we will describe only the
features that are essential for an understanding of the present
study. Alterations to the apparatus and the experimental
procedures were necessitated by the unavoidable difficulties in
producing BrO in the absence of Br2, which also reacts rapidly
with OH

and the limited range of BrO concentrations that could be used.
Because we could not generate BrO in the absence of Br2, k1

was obtained by first measuring the first-order rate coefficient
for OH loss in the presence of Br2, then converting a fraction
of Br2 into BrO and remeasuring the OH loss rate coefficient.
Thus, the value ofk1 measured by us depends on the value of
k2. The data analysis is described in more detail in the next
section.

BrO Production and Detection. Passing a dilute mixture
of Br2 in He through a microwave discharge in a sidearm of
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X + O3 f XO + O2

Y + O3 f YO + O2

XO + YO f f X + Y + O2

2 O3 f 3 O2 NET

BrO + OH f Br + HO2 (1a)

f HBr + O2 (1b)

OH + Br2 f HOBr + Br

k2(298 K) ) (4.3( 0.7)× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 (2)
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the flow tube produced Br atoms. The Br atoms reacted with
ozone, which was added∼3 cm downstream, to produce BrO.
In a previous study on BrO+ IO,6 several tests were done to
check for the loss of BrO radicals on the surface. These included
variations of the flow velocities (by a factor of 2), pressure (a
factor of 2), and using a Teflon insert to minimize radical loss
to the walls. Those experiments were done at pressures and
experimental conditions similar to the present experiments. In
the BrO+ IO experiments, variation of the above-mentioned
parameters did not influence the measured rate coefficient. In
addition, the rate coefficient measured was in agreement with
that measured subsequently by Bedjanian et al.8 Hence, we do
not believe that heterogeneous loss of radicals to the surface
was important in these experiments. The pressure in the flow
tube was< 5 Torr of He and linear flow velocities of (710-
805) cm s-1 led to residence times in the flow tube and reaction
cell of ∼70 ms, minimizing BrO loss due to its self-reaction.
The BrO concentration in the absorption cell was measured
using a 30 W deuterium lamp, a 0.3 m spectrograph (with a
1200 groove mm-1 grating), and a cooled 1024 element diode
array detector. The deuterium lamp beam propagated through
the reaction cell in the direction of the gas flow, opposite to
the direction of the photolysis laser, and perpendicular to the
probe laser beam. The optical path length through the reaction
cell was 53.5 cm. Spectra in the wavelength range of 312 to
365 nm were recorded with a resolution of 0.5 nm (fwhm). This
resolution matched that reported for the differential absorption
cross section for the (7,0) band of BrO, 1.44× 10-17 cm2

molecule-1.6 Using the differential absorption signal minimized
the error in the measured BrO concentration due to fluctuations
in the deuterium lamp intensity.

The BrO concentration was determined from two diode array
measurements of the transmitted light intensity, one with BrO,
(IBrO), and one without (I0). For the IBrO measurement, the
mixture flowing through the reaction cell contains BrO, Br2,
O3, and H2O. The first three molecules absorb in the chosen
wavelength range.I0 was recorded after turning the microwave
discharge off; under this condition, the absorption cell contained
Br2, O3, and H2O. The BrO concentrations were calculated by
assuming optically thin conditions and using the measured value
of absorbance, A,) [BrO]σl, where σ is the differential
absorption cross section andl is the path length. Typical BrO
differential absorbances range from 1 to 5× 10-3 corresponding
to BrO concentrations of (1.3-6.5) × 1012 molecules cm-3.
Br2 was not observed in the spectra because its absorbance
between 312 and 365 nm would be< 6 × 10-5, given that the
maximum absorption cross section9 of Br2 in this wavelength
region is 1.68× 10-19 cm2 molecule-1 and that Br2 concentra-
tions were (1.2-6.9) × 1012 molecules cm-3.

The measured UV-vis absorbance yielded the column BrO
abundance, and hence the average BrO concentrations along
the length of the absorption cell. Because of the BrO self-
reaction, a concentration gradient existed along the length of
the reaction cell. About 85% of the BrO self-reaction produced
Br atoms that subsequently reacted with ozone that was present
in excess to regenerate BrO. Thus, the concentration gradient
was smaller than what would be obtained in the absence of O3,
which converts Br back to BrO. Calculation of the BrO
concentration in the reaction volume from the measured column
abundance is discussed in detail elsewhere.6 Because the
intersection of the two laser beams was in the center of the
BrO absorption cell, the agreement between the [BrO] modeled
at this point, and the calculated column average were within

8%. The measured column average concentration was used in
calculatingk1.

OH Production and Detection. OH was generated by the
pulsed laser photolysis (248 nm) of O3

which produces O(1D) that reacted2 with H2O to give OH

The LIF signal from OH was measured as a function of time
by varying the delay between the photolysis and probe lasers
from 0 to 10 ms. The sensitivity for OH detection, as measured
by a signal-to-noise ratio of one, was∼7 × 108 radicals cm-3

for averaging 100 laser pulses. The concentration of H2O in
the cell, (3-20) × 1013 molecules cm-3, was calculated from
its vapor pressure at the ambient temperature, measured gas flow
rate through the bubbler containing water, other gas flow rates,
and cell pressure. We worked with initial concentrations of OH,
[OH]0, < 2 × 1011 molecules cm-3 to ensure pseudo-first-order
conditions in OH even while using low BrO concentrations.
We obtained low [OH]0 by using very low laser fluence,<0.01
mJ cm-2 pulse-1, with the abundance of ozone required to
rapidly convert Br back to BrO. These low laser fluences could
not be measured accurately. Therefore, we first calibrated the
LIF signal from OH at the beginning of each experiment using
low ozone concentrations (8× 1013 molecules cm-3) and
measurable photolysis laser fluence (0.03 mJ pulse-1 cm-2).
For this calibration, [OH]0 was calculated from [O3]0, the
photolysis laser fluence, the O3 absorption cross section at 248
nm (1.17× 10-17 cm2 molecule-1), the quantum yield for O(1D)
formation (0.9), and the yield of two OH for each O(1D)
formed.2 In subsequent kinetics experiments, the initial OH
concentrations were obtained from the measured OH signal and
the calibration factor determined using the higher fluence; [OH]0

ranged from (0.4-1.9) × 1011 molecules cm-3.
Under our experimental conditions, a small fraction of O(1D)

could react with either Br2,10 BrO,2 or O3.2 If O(1D) reacted
with O3 the resulting O(3P) could further react with Br2 or BrO
and, thus, influence [BrO]

Photolysis of ozone to produce O atoms could increase [BrO]
by as much as 7% at the highest laser fluence and lowest [BrO]
used. As seen in Table 1, increasing [H2O] by a factor of 5,
thereby decreasing [O(3P)], did not affect the measured value
of k1. Although a small amount of BrO is produced by O(3P)
reactions, given the relatively large uncertainty in our measured
value ofk1, it is unlikely to effect the quoted results.

Materials. He (UHP, 99.997%) was flowed through a
molecular sieve trap held at 77 K to remove condensable
impurities. Ozone was prepared by passing O2 (UHP, 99.99%)
through a commercial ozonizer and stored on a silica gel trap
at 195 K. Ozone was eluted from this trap by flowing a small

O3 + hν f O(1D) + O2 (1∆) (3a)

f O(3P) + O2 (3Σ) (3b)

O(1D) + H2O f 2 OH

k4(298 K) ) 2.2× 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 (4)

O(3P) + Br2 f BrO + Br

k5(298 K) ) 2 × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 (5)

O(3P) + BrO f Br + O2

k6(298 K) ) 4.1× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 (6)
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amount of He through it. In most experiments, [O3]0 (∼1 ×
1014 molecules cm-3) was measured in a 50 cm cell prior to
entering the flow tube where it was further diluted with He
(dilution factors were from 2 to 10) to obtain the needed
concentration. The ozone concentration in the LIF reaction cell
was calculated from the measured [O3]0, the dilution factor, and
the pressure difference between the two cells. Br2 (99.99+%)
was stored in a bubbler maintained at 195 K. The flow of He
through this bubbler was varied to change the Br2 concentration
in the reaction cell. Distilled water was stored in a room-
temperature bubbler and varying the flow of He through the
bubbler regulated its concentration in the reaction cell.

Results and Discussion

The measured OH temporal profiles were defined by the
following set of reactions

Reaction 7 represents the first-order loss of OH due to reaction
with impurities and flow out of the detection region. For each
set of experimental parameters (i.e., initial concentrations, laser
fluences and flow conditions) three separate OH temporal
profiles were measured. The first OH temporal profile, I, was
measured in the absence of Br2 and BrO and the OH loss rate
coefficient was given by

where [OH]t
I is the OH concentration at timet. kI′ was obtained

as the slope from a weighted linear least-squares fit of
ln{[OH]t

I} vs t to a straight line.
The second OH profile, II, was measured with Br2 added to

the gas flow. The OH loss rate coefficient in this case was given
by

The difference between the first-order loss rate coefficients from
the two OH temporal profiles,kII ′-kI′, yieldedk2′, wherek2′ )
k2[Br2]0. This value ofk2′ was combined with our value ofk2

to determine [Br2]0. In this analysis we assume that OH loss
from reactions 7 and 8 was not affected by the addition of Br2.
This was consistent with our calculations of ozone loss during

BrO production as well as the observed invariance (within 10%)
in the ozone concentration as measured by UV absorption.

The third OH temporal profile, III, was measured after turning
on the microwave discharge and producing BrO. The OH loss
rate coefficient,kIII ′, was given by

where [Br2]f, was related to the initial Br2 concentration by

Hence, the slope of a plot of the difference between the first-
order rate coefficients,kIII ′- kII ′, vs [BrO], yielded a slope of
(k1 - k2/2), from which k1 was determined using previously
measured values ofk2. This assumes that Br is not lost in the
∼3 cm it travels in the flow tube prior to the introduction of
ozone and that Br2 is not lost to the reactor walls.

A representative set of OH temporal profiles is shown in
Figure 1. Typical values of the first-order rate coefficients for
loss of OH observed in these experiments were 280 s-1 for kI′,
300-800 s-1 for kII ′, and 360 to 860 s-1 for kIII ′. As shown in
Figure 1, the first order loss rate coefficient nearly doubled when
Br2 was added to the reaction cell. Turning on the microwave
discharge to produce BrO further increased the first-order OH

TABLE 1: Experimental Conditions for Various Sets of Data Pointsa

Torr [BrO] [Br2]0 [O3] [BrO]/[OH] 0 [BrO]/[Br2]0 [H2O] [OH]0
b v symbolc

4.2 1.25-3.10 1.2-6.9 0.7-4.3 24-60 0.4-1 3 4-9 780 9
4.8 2.58-5.57 1.9-5.6 1-1.8 28-71 0.7-1.2 4 6-11 780 1
4.8 5.00-6.46 5.0-6.6 0.6-1.9 48-68 0.9-1.0 3 9-11 805 O
3.6 2.75-4.37 2.8-4.6 0.6-1.8 14-47 0.9-1.0 4 8-19 710 [
4.3 2.08-4.41 2.2-5.8 0.7-1.0 14-37 0.7-1.1 3 8-14 760 3
4.8 4.62-6.97 5.8-6.8 2.2 16-47 0.1-1.2 20 12-18 725 0

a Units are [BrO], 1012 molecules cm-3; [Br2]0, 1012 molecules cm-3; [O3], 1014 molecules cm-3; [H2O], 1013 molecules cm-3; [OH], 1010 molecules
cm-3; linear velocity, v: cm s-1. b This is from the calculated maximum initial O(1D) concentration. The [OH]0 is lower than this due to the
reactive loss of O(1D) as described in the text. [BrO]/[Br2] is the ratio of BrO concentration measured by absorbance to the initial Br2 concentration.
If all Br2 were converted into BrO this ratio would be 2.c These symbols are used in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Examples of the three temporal profiles measured to derive
k1. The OH temporal profile I (filled circles) in the presence of O3

(7 × 1013 molecules cm-3), was measured in the absence of Br2 and
BrO; II (open diamonds) was measured with Br2 ([Br2]0 ) 2.80× 1012

molecules cm-3) added through the microwave discharge but with the
discharge off; III (filled triangles) was measured with the microwave
discharge on where BrO (2.75× 1012 molecules cm-3) was produced.
The lines are the weighted least-squares fits to the data.

OH f loss (7)

OH + O3 f HO2 + O2 (8)

OH + BrO f Products (1)

OH + Br2 f HOBr + Br (2)

ln{[OH]t
I/[OH]t ) 0

I }
t

) -(k7 + k8[O3]) ) -kI′ (I)

ln{[OH]t
II/[OH]t ) 0

II }
t

) -(k2[Br2]0 + k7 + k8[O3]) ) -kII′

(II)

ln{[OH]t
III /[OH]t ) 0

III }
t

)

-(k1[BrO] + k2[Br2]f + k7 + k8[O3]) ) -kIII ′ (III)

[Br2]f ) [Br2]0 - [BrO]/2 (IV)
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loss rate coefficient by 5 to 36%. The observed increase in the
OH loss rate coefficient upon generation of BrO implies that
k1 > k2/2.

Figure 2 shows a plot ofkIII ′-kII ′ vs BrO. The slope isk1 -
k2/2 and the intercept should be zero. A nonweighted linear least-
squares fit yielded an intercept which was zero within the
uncertainty of the fit. Therefore, we fit the data with a fixed
intercept of zero and obtained a slope of (2.06( 0.32)× 10-11

cm3 molecule-1 s-1, as shown in Figure 2. This uncertainty
represents 2σ precision of the unweighted fit. There are five
experimental determinations ofk2(298 K) (all in units of 10-11

cm3 molecule-1 s-1) of 3.96,11 4.8,12 5.28,13 4.2,14 and 3.4,15

leading to an average value ofk2(298 K)) (4.3( 0.7)× 10-11

cm3 molecule-1 s-1. We prefer to use our recently measured
value12 of k2(298 K) of (4.8( 0.7) × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1

s-1, where the quoted uncertainty is the overall estimated error
at the 95% confidence level. We prefer this value because it
was measured as a prelude to measuringk1 and was determined
using the identical experimental apparatus. Using this value of
k2, we obtaink1(298 K) ) (4.5( 0.7)× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1

s-1 from the measured value of (k1 - k2/2), and the uncertainty
in k2.

We quotek1 with a total uncertainty, at the 95% confidence
level, to bek1(298 K) ) (4.5 ( 1.8) × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1

s-1. The overall uncertainty was obtained by adding the
uncertainties in the fits of the temporal profiles in the presence
of Br2 and BrO (∼3% each), the uncertainty in the BrO
concentration from its absorption measurement and concentra-
tion gradient (16%), and the uncertainty in [BrO] due to
photolytic production (7%) to the uncertainty in the value ofk1

noted above. Adding the fractional uncertainties, rather than
assuming the uncertainties to be independent of one another
and combining them in quadrature, yields the quoted maximum
uncertainty of∼40%. Our experiment determines the quantity
(k1 - k2/2). Therefore, ifk2 were revised in future experiments,
our value of (k1 - k2/2) can be used to recalculatek1 (298 K).

We employed the above method to determinek1 because there
are several important experimental difficulties. First, it is
essentially impossible to produce and maintain significant
concentrations of BrO in the absence Br2. This is mostly because
good precursors for BrO, such as OBrO and Br2O, are highly
unstable and also contain Br2. Further, even if BrO were

produced cleanly, it is not possible to maintain a constant
concentration of BrO in the absence of Br2 because it is rapidly
produced via the self-reaction of BrO

Even if Br was recycled via reaction with ozone,2 as in the
current study, via the reaction

production of Br2 cannot be suppressed completely. To add to
this difficulty, the reaction of Br2 with OH, reaction 2 is very
rapid. This situation is to be contrasted with the case of ClO,
which can be easily produced via reactions such as Cl+ OClO
and Cl + Cl2O in either discharge flow tubes or pulsed
photolysis systems. Futhermore, the rate coefficient for the
reaction of OH with Cl2

is nearly a thousand times slower12 thank2.
Because we used reaction 10 to produce BrO and needed a

large ozone concentration, we could not vary the concentration
of BrO over a wide range. Higher concentrations of BrO lead
to higher concentrations of Br2 and the efficiency of BrO
production also decreased, which exacerbated this situation.

Bogan et al.1 report a value ofk1(300 K) ) (7.5 ( 4.2) ×
10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. They used a discharge flow tube
equipped with mass spectrometric detection of OH, BrO, and
Br2. The [BrO]0/[OH]0 ranged from 0.4 to 1.2 in their experi-
ments. OH was formed in a sidearm via the reaction

and BrO was formed in a separate sidearm by flowing a He/
Br2/O2 mixture through a microwave discharge. The radical
concentrations were determined by chemical titration. Recently,
such BrO generation has been shown to produce other bromine
oxide species such as OBrO,16 whose reactivity with OH is
unknown. Bogan et al. determinedk1 from the least-squares fit
of the fractional consumption of BrO, (1- [BrO]t/[BrO]0), vs
time to a reaction model consisting of a sequence of reactions.
The reaction model contained a number of secondary reactions
but the obtained value ofk1 was most sensitive to reactions 1,
2, 9, and the OH, BrO, and Br2 concentrations. They quoted
2σ uncertainty from the precision of the fit and did not include
any uncertainties in the reaction rate coefficients or concentra-
tions. Nevertheless, given the large uncertainties in both of these
experiments, largely due to the difficulty of this experiment,
the two values ofk1 overlap with one another. We believe that
our experiments are more accurate because they were carried
out under pseudo-first-order conditions in OH and modeling of
the temporal profiles was not required. Additionally, by measur-
ing the difference between the two temporal profiles, we have
reduced possible systematic uncertainties in our measurements.

Sumathi and Peyerimhoff predict that the HBr product from
reaction 1 is unimportant below 2000 K.17 This conclusion was

Figure 2. A plot of kIII ′-kII′ vs [BrO]. This plot yields a slope of
(k1 - k2/2) ) (2.06( 0.32)× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. Combining
this quantity with a value ofk2(298 K) of 4.8× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1

s-1 yields a value fork1(298 K) of (4.5( 1.8)× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1

s-1. The uncertainty includes the estimated systematic errors (see text).

BrO + BrO f Br2 + O2 k9a(298 K) )

3.8× 10-13 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 (9a)

f 2 Br + O2 k9b(298 K) )

2.1× 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 (9b)

Br + O3 f BrO + O2

k10(298 K) ) 1.2× 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 (10)

OH + Cl2 f HOCl + Cl

k11(298 K) ) 6 × 10-14 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 (11)

F + H2O f OH + HF (12)
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based upon their theoretical study showing a barrier height for
HOOBr dissociation to HBr+ O2 lying several kcal mol-1

above the energy of the reactants. This result is analogous to
their conclusion on the ClO+ OH reaction, except that the
barrier height for dissociation of HOOCl to HCl+ O2 was about
3 times larger. Although the theoretical calculations17 predict
HBr production to be an unimportant channel at atmospheric
temperatures, HBr production cannot be ruled out. This is
particularly true because HCl has been reported as a product of
the OH+ ClO reaction and the calculated barrier for the HBr
production is smaller than that for HCl production. If the
branching ratio for HBr formation in reaction 1 is a few percent,
it will have a significant effect in the atmosphere. Our value
for k1 is lower than that used by Chipperfield et al.3 in their 1D
model. Therefore, to account for the difference between
measured and calculated HBr levels in the stratosphere using
our value ofk1 would require a larger branching ratio for HBr
production in reaction 1.

The value ofk1 reported here is about a factor of 2 larger
than that for the analogous ClO+ OH reaction. By analogy
with the rate coefficient for the similar reaction of ClO with
OH, k1 is expected to exhibit a small temperature dependence.
Given the large uncertainties in the two experimental determina-
tions ofk1 (298 K), it would be difficult to accurately determine
k1(T). If a method can be found to monitor BrO temporal pro-
files at low concentrations and under good pseudo first-order
conditions in OH,k1 could be determined more accurately. Such
a method would eliminate, or minimize, the experimental
uncertainty due to reaction 2. Delmdahl and Gericke18 recently
reported the detection of BrO via two-photon LIF. Therefore,
we made numerous attempts to detect BrO via two-photon
LIF: these experiments were unsuccessful and are presented
in the Appendix.

Appendix

Two Photon Laser-Induced Detection of BrO.Measuring
k1 by monitoring BrO temporal profiles in a large excess ([OH]/
[BrO] at least> 10) of OH could yield a more accurate value.
Under pseudo first-order conditions in BrO, the reaction of Br2

with OH can be minimized more effectively. Therefore, we
attempted to monitor BrO via two photon LIF as reported
recently.18

For our measurements, the doubled output (15-20 mJ
pulse-1) from a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser was focused with
quartz lenses of a variety of focal lengths and scanned over the
range (350-354) nm. BrO was produced either by 248 nm
photolysis of a mixture of O3 (∼3 × 1016 molecules cm-3) and
CF3Br (∼1.5 × 1016 molecules cm-3) or by using reaction 10
in the flow tube. When using reaction 10, the concentration of
BrO as monitored by UV/Visible absorption, ranged from
(1-7) × 1012 molecules cm-3. Both MgF2 and Quartz lenses
were used for focusing the fluorescence onto either a Hamamat-
su R1459 (MgF2 window, CsI photocathode, 115-200 nm) or
a Hamamatsu R6836 (MgF2 window, CsTe photocathode, 115-
320 nm) photomultiplier tube. We attempted to collect broad-
band fluorescence from BrO using a 183 nm band-pass filter
(47 nm fwhm). We were unable to observe any LIF signal that

could be attributed to BrO, even though scattered laser light
was minimal using the R1459 photomultiplier. Using the same
system, we could detect ClO via two photon LIF by scanning
the doubled laser dye output over the range of 340-344 nm
and focusing the beam with a quartz lens. Spectra similar to
those previously reported for ClO were readily observed.19,20

We estimate our sensitivity for detection of ClO to be (1-9) ×
1011 molecules cm-3 for a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 for 100
laser pulses, similar to previous reports. Hence, we are unable
to confirm that the fluorescence signal observed by Delmdahl
and Gericke18 was that of BrO. However, we should note that
Delmdahl and Gericke estimated that the BrO concentrations
in their experiments could be as large as 2× 1015 molecules
cm-3, several orders of magnitude larger than that used in our
experiments. If such large BrO concentrations are necessary for
2 photon LIF detection, it is not advantageous to use this method
to measurek1. This is both because it will be difficult to operate
under pseudo-first-order conditions in BrO and the influence
of the BrO self-reaction.
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